
 

                         DEATH 
       ( F – major ) 
       

      
     F                  B   F   d    B               F       g           C 

1. Here on earth once life is fading   ending with fire, urn or grave. 
     F         B  F          d    B            F     g     C 

    To the Lord, who`s always waiting,   we will come back, where we are safe. 
     Ees     B    F     B   g         B              F           C 

    He, to whom our knees we bend   can grant life and take it back. 
     F       d        C             d                  B       F           g               A 

    He gives us bliss without end   and bestows a new life without lack, 
     d                             B  C        F   B                 F                  C                 F 

    where there`s no need to defend,   no need to demand, harass or attack. 
 
 
2. Now our hearts are filled with mourning,  shouldn`t we better show delight? 
    Don`t the candle lights now dawning  enter to eternal light? 
    Isn`t there the place of pleasure,   when you come to heaven`s hall, 
    when they open the divine treasure,            and your name the angles call, 
    where`s delightfulness beyond measure,  which will never fade and pall. 
 
3. GOD, who rules the universes,   all things that move or that stand still 
    will turn by death to that great mercy.  Death, you know, can`t really kill. 
    Never we are separated    from his everlasting love. 
    This short life, he had created,   is just a short-term gift from above. 
    One day you will be fascinated   facing GOD. There is bliss enough. 
 
    Interlude:  B   -   C   -   d C   -    B   -    F   -   F C   -   F   -   F 

 
4. We`ll stay back here to continue,   to reflect on future and on past. 
    Let`s not despond, no, let`s begin to  ameliorate the world at last. 
    A part of heaven may shine through   then in this time of atrocities.  
    May the insight grow for human   beings the next centuries: 
    exploitation, wealth just for few men  induces hate, war, difficulties. 
 
5. Let us see we are connected    with all beings, nature, GOD. 
    Even those, who have rejected   GOD`s invitation and forgot 
    their source, may the darkness be brightened, may love, mercy fill their mind. 
    Then death can no longer frighten,   will only represent a door, behind 
    which every soul will be enlightened,  and pure love we all will find.       
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